


Bohemian Sky

Sky filled with the incredible skill of Czech glassmakers and glass 
cutters. Sky teeming with characters and stories that followed this land 
for centuries. Sky full of stars, Baroque clouds, sharp rays, as well as 
misty haze. With respect, we return to the roots of glassmaking,  
yet we embark on a new exciting journey.

Rony Plesl



Krakatit

Clear night sky exploding with bright stars that guide Czech glassmaking from 

time immemorial. A tribute to people who touch glass to transform it into beauty. 

An homage to Karel Čapek, a writer who explored the darkness to find light.



Pink
  

Hues as soft as morning clouds and crystal-clear as frost paints on window glass. 

Unique color and cut define our way, the direction we took.  

Pink is a Rückl signature.





Amadeus

Tones of Don Giovanni weave their way through murky streets. 

They emerge from the windows of an opulent palace that hosts 

a lavish masquerade. Bon viveur masks and wigs whirl to the 

rhythm of this genius composer.



Metamorphosis

Metamorphosis as a transformation of one form into another.

Metamorphosis as a recrystallization of quartz.

Metamorphosis that discovers an identity within an absurd Kafka manuscript.



Rusalka

Flooded in moonlight, splendid, fragile and vulnerable.  

Antonín Dvořák’s fairy-tale nymph sings dreamy arias about unfulfilled 

human yearning and love’s brittle bonds. 



Golem

The earth shakes and in the distance we hear thudding steps.  

The air fills with clay-dust and a carmine glow floods the streets  

of Prague’s Old Town. After many quiet years,  

the Golem has set off on a journey to meet his creator.





St. Nicholas

A hundred towers proudly rise below the Prague Castle.  

Yet for centuries only one dome defined the Lesser Town.  

The astounding Baroque pearl, the queen of Prague’s churches,  

magnificent and uplifting. 



Alchemist 

The alchemist’s secret recipes, bottles with elixirs and the mystique of 

Renaissance Prague. The quest for a gold-producing formula was lost,  

yet left its imprint in the picturesque Golden Lane.   





Josef K. & K.

A Sisyphean battle of a man with ‘higher power.’ 

Two characters genius writer Kafka created in The Trial and The Castle.

The weight of their unavoidable destiny, the fateful beauty of cut crystal…
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Krakatit
vase / clear

Pink Love II
glass / pink

Pink Love I
glass / pink

Pink Stella I
glass / pink, clear

Pink Stella II
glass / pink, clear

Pink Rückl
glass / pink, clear

Pink Grass
glass / pink

Amadeus
carafe / stopper in pink, cigar or clear 

 
glass / clear

Metamorphosis
vase / pink, cigar, clear

Metamorphosis
candle holder / pink, cigar, clear

Rusalka
cloche / bottom pink or clear, top gold-plated 

Golem
carafe / bottom clear or cigar, top gold-plated, red glass stone

 
vase / clear, cigar

St. Nicholas
jewelry box / bottom opal glass, top pink, high-enamel handle

Alchemist I
jewelry box / bottom opal glass, top mat pink

Alchemist II
jewelry box / silver-coated bottom, top polished crystal

Alchemist III
jewelry box / silver-coated bottom, top mat crystal 

Alchemist IV
jewelry box / silver-coated bottom, top polished crystal

Josef K. & K.
paperweights / clear



The Rückl family glassworks has produced top-quality cut crystal since 1846. Yet the family’s 

glassmaking tradition has been handed down from generation to generation for over three 

hundred years. The Nižbor manufacture produces exclusive hand-made works using time-

-tested glassmaking techniques. 

Art Director Rony Plesl retrieved and fine-tuned the best from the Rückl family archives, 

adding a pastel color -palette, unusual material combinations, and contemporary design. 

Bohemian crystal bearing the Rückl logo continues the heritage of a brand in which the art of 

glassmaking surpasses craft. It’s our mission. 

Rückl Factory Store 

Lánská 141, 

267 05, Nižbor, Czech Republic

+420 311 696 248, nizbor@ruckl.cz

Rückl Flagship Store

Železná 493/20, 

110 00, Prague 1 – Old Town, Czech Republic

+420 224 237 196, praha@ruckl.cz
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